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The Word

we break news online @ WaltonTribune.com

Social Circle

But he said to me, “My
grace is sufficient for
you, for my power is
made perfect in
weakness.” Therefore I
will boast all the more
gladly about my
weaknesses, so that
Christ’s power may rest
on me.
— 2 Corinthians 12:9

An honor that’s
long overdue

WEATHER
Sunny today with
a slight chance
of rain overnight
53° • 38°

Shane Davis has a 15-8
record with two playoff
trips in two seasons at
George Walton Academy.

Sports

Brett Fowler | The Tribune

Petition
seeks
coach’s
return

Pinned!
Social Circle’s wrestling team
posts an incredible 252-0
victory in the area meet on
Saturday. B1

GWA » More than
1,000 sign player’s
pleading to trustees

Local News

David Clemons

A day of service

in the area. He met Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in 1967
and was inspired to continue his work in the local
arena, where Howard
fought for matters such as
integrating local schools
and the city pool, as well as
the continued search for
justice in the unsolved
Moore’s Ford lynching.
Howard, who has
Alzheimer’s and was unable to attend the ceremony
Saturday, was nonetheless
lionized by many, including
members of the Social Circle City Council.
“Thank you, Bobby, for
your love,” Councilwoman
Traysa Price said. “Thank
you, Bobby, for your grace.

MONROE — More
than 1,000 people have
signed a petition urging
George Walton
Academy to keep its
head football coach.
The Walton Tribune
named Shane Davis as
the Coach of the Year
for Walton County in
2020 last
week, but
sources
close to the
program say
Davis had
been susGavin Hall
pended before receiving the honor.
Davis wrapped up his
second season at the
helm of the Bulldogs
football program in December. He guided GWA
to the quarterfinals of
the Georgia High School
Association Class A
playoffs for private
schools.
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Rachel Howard displays a proclamation naming the South Cherokee Road bridge over the CSX railroad
in honor of her husband, longtime local civil rights advocate Robert ‘Bobby’ Howard, on Saturday.
Stephanie Calabrese | Special to The Tribune

Howard » Bridge named
in honor of longtime
local civil rights advocate
Stephen Milligan
THE WALTON TRIBUNE

It took a long time to get
there, but the city of Social
Circle honored local civil
rights activist
Robert Howard Saturday
as it unveiled
his name on
the new
Bobby
bridge on
Howard,
South Cheroin 2006
kee Road.
The Robert
“Bobby” Howard Bridge,
which spans the CSX railroad tracks just outside
downtown Social Circle

Volunteers including workers
from a local engineering firm
spend Martin Luther King Jr.
Day pitching in at an old
cemetery in dire need of
help. A2

Arrested
in Athens
Security from a bar in
downtown Athens flagged
down police on a recent
night, and the end result was
a Loganville man spending
time in the Clarke County Jail
on drug and disorderly
conduct charges. A6

He promised to behave. Then, police said, he tried to steal a car.

Hice weighs in

Newton » Suspect in
carjacking had asked for
release before Christmas

Rep. Jody Hice
has been in the
news after his
vote to contest
the Electoral
College results.
He speaks out
in a guest column. A4

Tom Spigolon COVINGTON NEWS
COVINGTON — The Covington man was in jail for
not paying child support
and faced spending Christmas there.
Jessie Henderson convinced a judge not to keep
him locked up after his sen-

Deaths A7
Peggy Louise Eady Connell
Monroe/Sioux Falls, S.D.
Jack Hanson Sr.
Monroe
Dawn Dickinson Parks
Monroe
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NASCARextra
THROUGH THE GEARS

Which explains Anthony

Alfredo?

recent addition to
Yes, and Alfredo’s
where he’ll be
Front Row Motorsports,McDowell’s.
a teammate of Michael with Kaulig
And Kaz Grala’s signing Daytona 500
Racing, Noah Gragson’s
Ty Dildeal with Beard Motorsports,
to Gaunt Brothlon’s part-time move
signing with
ers, and James Davison’s Joey Gase
where
Rick Ware Racing,
remain as Davihas announced he’ll
Hey, somebody has
teammate.
son’s
in the second and
to drive those cars
remember, at least
third waves, but
have a
will
above
one of those listed
because that’s what
shot at Daytona,
plate-racin’ provides.
— Ken Willis
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Wednesday, January

20, 2021

Roots rock

supposed to be

Silly Season, where
Racing’s normal
play a form of
owners and drivers
place several
musical chairs, takes
next racing season
months before the
of contracts
arrives, since a variety
need to be put in
and marketing plans
But then there’s
place way in advance. which involves
Secondary Silly Season, who are simteams
the off-Broadway
hang on or battling
ply struggling to
join the upper-tier
to gain ground and
Season also
Silly
teams. Secondary
parts, but rarely
has many moving
of
corporate lifting
involves the heavy
so it comes closer
regular Silly Season,
Season, which exto Actual Racing
weeks.
plains the past few
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FLASH IN TH

Q&A
Isn’t Silly Season
earlier?

January 20, 2021 D1

Alas, my farmer friend
Early
broke the sad news:
was
that morning, as he
transferring the pebbles
sack
from their burlap
a
into their quart cartons,
offer
gentleman made an
The
on the entire sack.
and
offer was accepted,
the pebbles were gone.I
week
“Oh well, next
was on the hunt for
guess,” I said. “Unforan
the winter pebbles,
that’s it for the
tunately,
They
assortment of turnips,
season,” he replied.
potatoes, carrots,
were now out of turnips
winter
for
beets, parsnips and
and storage radishes the
enterradishes that some local
the year, which means
my
could
prising farmers at
winter pebbles mix
They
market sell as a mix.
no longer be complete. by
of gleamlook like a basket
So there I was, forced
have
ing jewels. They remind
fate to do what I could
the
a bunch
me of Fruity Pebbles,
done all along: buy
roots, and mix
breakfast of Flintstones.
different
of
typiStorage crops are
them together myself.
IATED PRESS FILE
the fall
O’MEARA/ASSOC
cally harvested in
But I kept wondering:
Chevy in 2021. CHRIS
fresh
the No. 5 Hendrick
spring, will pilot
and kept cool and
What was the gentleman
rs
from NASCAR last
huge
all winter. Homesteade in
Kyle Larson, suspended
going to do with that It’s
tubers
would store these
of winter pebbles?
sack
cellars,
small
aptly named root
one thing to buy a
sides of
and
along with squash,
amount of vegetables but
whatbacon, apples and
cook them right away,
squirever else they could
storing a diverse assortin the
rel away. The pandemic
ment of root crops
can be
has made us contemplate
same bag like that
world
tuber
various end-of-therisky. Each type of
storage
scenarios, and brought in
will have different
examout the inner “prepper” fun
needs. Radishes, for
many people. It soundsdiet
ple, do better in plasticgarlic
the
Third gear
but
and romantic,
bags, while potatoes,
old, and any viagetmake
which
couldwill
and many others prefera
Trackhouse Racing,
500
to live off the
Zach Dean
Daytona
attempt
month’sble
mesh. If you’re buyingand
its debut at next
Daytona Beach News-Journal
No. 99
mean coming
would
driving
landthe
large volume of roots
with Daniel Suarez
them,
USA TODAY NETWORK
with turnips, and
termsrecogof the
to most
planning on storing
Chevy, will have one
to buy
other harderbacking
of thethe
musicsome
this up, look out.
it’s actually wiser
nizable names in
If Kyle Larson keeps
award-win-e roots,
was fired
Grammy
to-appreciat
and store them separately.
team. Last week,
a
rutabaga
Ever since the 28-year-old
more
afbecame
celeriac,
Pitbull
including
Winter pebbles is
Racing last spring
ning global superstar
with artichoke.
from Chip Ganassi
than a
joining
Jerusalem
andforces
slur during an iRacing
of a way of cooking It’s
co-owner of the team, Justin
ter using a racial
Marks.
been thinking about
I had
a man on a mission,
specific mix of roots.
founder and co-owner NASCAR
after
story
event, he’s been
lot
a
know
sprint-car
the winter pebbles
times in his
a way of getting to
“I’ve been a fan of
eye,
“ said
winning over 30
of Thunder,’
records along the
they first caught my
what’s local in winter,
since the movie ‘Days
last season and setting
Justin,
the flavors
decided to buy
had(Team
tasting
soon as I metand
of
“As
and
Pitbull.
we
way.
Daniel,
at the next market.
was reinstated by
Ty Norris and
some

Mixing and
matching
winter tubers
By Ari LeVaux

More Content Now

I

Redemption tour n
rolls on for Larso

CHARLIE NEIBERGALL/AP

FILE

Last fall, Larson
of sensitivity
NASCAR after months
signed by Hendrick
training and he was
th No 5

with his race team
Kyle Larson poses
USAC Silver Crown
after winning the
100 at

President)
page. They welcomed
were on the same
we’re going to show
me aboard, and now
ly a sport
t
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HEALTHextra
Use
your
head

CH
H E A LT H WAT

STUDY SAYS

Most COVID-19 transmission
who
comes from people
don’t have symptoms

in
A new study published
transJAMA estimates that from
mission of COVID-19
asymptomatic individuals
than
accounts for more
and keep half of all transmissions.
Visit your market
for your
The decision analytiyour eyes peeled
mix, or model used assumed
cal
local “winter pebbles”
[ARI LEVAUX]
that 30% of individuals
create your own.
infected with COVID-19
never develop symptoms
minutes. and are 75% as infeccolored, about 8
of goat
add the tious as those who do.
• 10-ounce piece
Turn off the heat,
of salt, These baseline assumpWinter Pebble Tart
cheese
vinegar and a pinch
who
pie dough
• 1 rolled piece of
tions imply that those may
and stir it in.
you can
Serves 4
or pizza dough (or
never show symptoms of
sliced into
proceed
• 1 large potato,
mixture account for about 24%
skip this part and
Pour the vinegar
study
½-inch rounds
pan. Scatter
with the roots)
all transmission. The
into a 9-inch pie
into
overestimated that 59% of all
• 1 large carrot, sliced
the sage and rosemary
Toss
the transmission came from
½-inch rounds
Preheat oven to 400.
caramel. Arrange
the
peeled
and
parsnip,
oil
atop the
• 1 medium
asymptomatic transmisthe sliced roots in
sliced roots artfully
rounds
and pepper.
to stuff sion — 35% from presympand sliced into ½-inch
season with salt
herbs, using pieces
sliced
a single layer
thetomatic individuals and
with
• 5 Brussels sprouts,
Sprinkle
Arrange them in
the holes.
who
until
in half
crumbled 24% from individuals
a baking pan. Roast
onion slices and
sliced into on
about 40
the whole
• 1 small red onion,
never develop symptoms.
golden and tender,
goat cheese. Cover
from the
dough, “In this decision ana½-inch rounds
minutes. Remove
thing with the rolled
cool.
it at 400 for
• ¼ cup olive oil
lytical model of multiple
oven and allow to
if using, and bake
or untilscenarios of proportions
• Salt and pepper
another 20 minutes,
2 tablecrusted.of asymptomatic indi• 1⁄3 cup sugar
Cook the sugar in
the dough is nicely
wine
in a thick
• 1 tablespoon white
viduals with COVID-19
spoons of water
on
vinegar
oven to and infectious periods,
bottomed saucepan
Remove from the
roseasympas
pan over
• 1 tablespoon fresh
transmission from
medium heat, stirring
cool, and invert the
individuals was
to prevent burning,
mary, chopped
tomatic
serve.
necessary
to
plate
a
sage,
is amber
• 1 tablespoon fresh
estimated to account all
until the mixture
of
chopped
for more than half
s,” accordadd some of the honor-transmission
addisquash
ing to the study. “In and
until soft, those combined
ary root crops like
of
identification
of the land. Visit your
roots create an array bitor Brussels sprouts. tion to
sons with
The
f
market and keep your
delicious flavors.
If that is not enough you,
local
and
for
eyes peeled for your or
ter flames of turnips conmicromanagement
mix,
a root
“winter pebbles”
radish create a sharp
here is a recipe for
choosmellow
cocreate your own by
trast to the sweet,
tart from Kate, the
stands.
Maybe next time
ing from different salt
of winter pebbles.
carrots.
inventor
Or
Tossed in olive oil,
you’ll skip the turnips.
pepper, and roasted

First in General Excellence 2011 • 2012 • 2013 • 2017 • 2018 • 2019 • 2020
was tossed around
Kaz Grala's name
Silly Season.
during Secondary
PHOTO

tence ended in a few days
because of some fines he
owed.
However, a few weeks
later, Henderson was
charged with allegedly carjacking a man near downtown Monroe on Jan. 9.
Henderson, a son of Newton County Commissioner
J.C. Henderson, asked Superior Court Judge Layla
Zon during a hearing on a
probation violation charge
Dec. 21 if he could be al-

and

Is it OK to exercise
when you’re sick?

By Genaro Armas

American Heart Association

News

plan to
f you are sick and
and flu
exercise this cold
to use
season, experts say
your head — and recognize
signs.
the body’s warnings
to take
It’s especially important
during the
precautions this winterConsulting a
COVID-19 pandemic. idea if there
good
doctor always is a
symptoms
about
questions
are any
or isolate.
or whether to quarantine activity
But in general, physicalfor a milder
il a no no

I
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lowed to go home to spend
the holidays with his
family, Assistant District
Attorney Griffin Bell said.
Bell said Jessie Henderson told the court his time

HOMEextra
Space savers
Wednesday, January

TIP OF THE WEEK

Scraping off ceiling

Behave » Page A6

popcorn

which
Popcorn ceilings,
were a fixture in homes can
’70s,
from the 1950s to
dated.
make a space feel
update
Here’s how you can
off
your home by scraping
ceiling popcorn yourself:
First, test your ceil“If an
ings for asbestos.
that
at-home test reveals
contain
your popcorn does
alteraasbestos, leave any
says
tions to the pros,”
BobVila.com.
ceilIf tests show your it’s
e,
ings are asbestos-fre
time to get to work!
You’ll need:
• Some clear tarp
• A ladder or stool
• A spray bottle, portable
damp
pressure sprayer or
towel
• A flat-edged metal

1. Clear and protect

the

much
space. Remove as
from
furniture as possible so
of
tarp
like chest pain, shortness developthe room. Lay the
and
fatigue
that it covers the floor
breath or extreme
anything else completely.
during physical activity.
the
Finding safe and responUsing duct tape, seal
active remains seams of the tarp together.
sible ways to stay
the pandemic, Using painter’s tape,
important during
while outside
the tarp to the wall.
secure
whether at home or
Accordshould
with social distancing. activity The plastic sheet
catch all falling debris.
ing to the CDC, physicaland anxiety,
ceiling.
pressure
the
blood
Moisten
2.
reduces
bottle
energy level,
Using either a spray
improves mood and
better sleep. portable pressure
or
and helps people get avoid indoor
to
water,
However, it’s best
sprayer filled with
because of the wet one square area of the
activities at gyms
for coronaceiling at a time.
increased potential
, Lobelo said.
a flat3. Scrape! Hold
virus transmission
a face cover- edged metal scraper to
If you do go, wear
and
intain social distancing the ceiling at an angle and
g ntly slide the popcorn

Trees and
shrubs for
smaller
gardens
By Betty Montgomery
More Content Now

o you need a tree
for a narrow
space? Have you
moved lately
smaller
into a home with a
plant
garden and want to
are
a tree? Today, there
grow
many trees that will
rather
quite tall yet stay
they
narrow in width as
reach maturity. What
need
kind of tree do you
space?
for a particular
There are many difa
ferent trees that have
that
narrow silhouette
in
will work perfectly
Tree
that smaller space. the
on
experts have been
trying
lookout for years,
trees
to locate and grow
that fit into narrower
where
spaces
or
spaces
not
their branches will
neighextend too far into
road,
boring property, a
lines.
or even into power
With today’s shrinking landscapes, narrow
I am
trees, like the ones
might
going to mention,
garb perfect for your

D

facebook.com/waltontribune

“

in custody on a child support charge was ending in
a few days. A new charge of
criminal trespass in early
December also had been
withdrawn, he said.
Zon agreed not to keep
him in jail for late payment
of the fines after his time
was served on the child
support charge, Bell said.
He was required to stay
out of trouble, take his pre-

Get MORE!

20, 2021

HOME HELP

scraper
• A putty knife
• Primer and paint

guidance from
Recently updated
Control
the Centers for Disease
that
and Prevention recommend
with COVID-19,
people diagnosed
genwith or without symptoms,
for at least
erally should isolate of symp10 days after the onset test.
toms or after a positive
exercising
no
means
So, that
Lobelo said.
during that time, too, period, he
Even after that 10-day another
wait
said people should
exercise.
week before resuming

Jessie C. Henderson of Covington
was arrested on
the night of Jan.
9. He’s accused
of trying to steal
a car another
man was sitting in, outside a
Monroe grocery store.
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BIGSTOCK

Opinions

Volume 122, No. 6

along the old Highway 11,
was dedicated over the
weekend in the name of
Howard, who fought alongside civil rights legends
and pushed for greater representation for Black
voices in the local arena
over the decades.
“We come to honor a man
who spent his life in Walton County to do good for
people,” Bishop William
Davenport, pastor of Corinth Missionary Baptist
Church, said in his dedicatory prayer at the beginning of the ceremony.
Mayor David Keener read
the proclamation naming
the bridge, which was rebuilt in 2019, after Howard,
who was a longtime advocate of civil rights matters

narspecifically for its
row shape, Goldspire
wide
ginkgo is only 6 feet
makes
at maturity, which
landit an architectural
scaping gem for small
yards or narrow spots.
A native tree to look
for is a columnar sweetSilgum called Slender
houette. It is a beanpole
50
of a plant, growing
with
feet tall or higher,
the
a spread of 5 feet at
fall
base. It has pretty
grow.
color and is easy to
As you are aware,
most oak trees grow A
into quite large trees.
new one called Crimson
Spire is a tightly fastiginice
ate oak with some
dark
characteristics like
green leaves and reddish
gets
fall color. This tree a
with
to about 45 feet
feet,
spread of about 15
oak.
not typical for an
for
If you are looking
flower color you might
lovely
a
want to consider
cherry
flowering Japanese serAmanogawa (prunus a
rulate). This will make
perfect tree for a smaller
yard where a flowering tree is desired.
Above: Taylor
We do not all have
a
has
juniper
room for that mighty
in
wonderful slender
oak or deodar cedar are
shape and can
there
but
garden,
our
be used in place
trees that will be perof an Italian
fect in your landscape.
cypress in cooler
Whether it is a shade
areas. Left: You
tree or a tree to shield
can ﬁnd several
you from an unsightly
that
narrow cherry
sign, there are trees
f r your
Ih
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